
Actes de TAPD'98 133A generalized CYK algorithm for parsing stochastic CFG(�)J.-C. Chappelier and M. RajmanEPFL � DI-LIA, Écublens, CH-1015 Lausanne, SuisseAbstractWe present a bottom-up parsing algorithm for stochastic context-free grammars that is able (1)to deal with multiple interpretations of sentences containing compound words; (2) to extractN -mostprobable parses inO(n3) and compute at the same time all possible parses of any portion of the inputsequence with their probabilities; (3) to deal with �out of vocabulary� words. Explicitly extractingall the parse trees associated to a given input sentence depends on the complexity of the grammar,but even in the case where this number is exponential in n, the chart used by the algorithm for therepresentation is of O(n2) space complexity.1 IntroductionThis article presents CYK+, a bottom-up parsing algorithm for stochastic context-free grammars that isable:1. to deal multiple interpretations of sentences containing compound words;2. to extract N -most probable parses in O(n3) and compute at the same time all possible parses ofany portion of the input sequence with their probabilities;3. to deal with �out of vocabulary� words.Explicitly extracting all the parse trees associated with a given input sentence or to any substringof the input sentence is furthermore possible. The cost of this step depends on the complexity of thegrammar, but even in the case where the number of parse trees is exponential in n, the chart used by theCYK+ algorithm for their representation remains of O(n2) space complexity.2 The CYK+ algorithmThe algorithm we present, called hereafter CYK+, uses a CYK table as a chart which contains general-ized Earley-like items. It is therefore quite similar to the bottom-up Earley algorithm [5, 13, 4]. Moreprecisely, in terms of parsing schemata [10], it can be seen as a reduction of it to a speci�c class ofgrammars (less restrictive than the CNF grammars usually considered for CYK).The grammar class accepted by CYK+ is a subclass of CFG, denoted hereafter nplCFG and con-sisting of �non partially lexicalized rules�1 . This means that terminals can only appear in rules of typeX ! w1:::wn where X is a non terminal and wi are terminals. In practice such lexical rules are evennot written as such in the grammar but are part of the lexicon2. The restriction to the nplCFG class ishowever not �critical� for the algorithm. It was introduced because it allows to restrict the processing of�lexicalized rules� to the initialization step only. The algorithm could nevertheless be easily be extendedto deal with any CFG.Our algorithm can be seen as derived either from a bottom-up Earley (with generalized items andwithout prediction) [4, 13]; or from a CYK algorithm (but performing dynamic binarization of the gram-mar). It could also be seen as an extension of the algorithm presented in [5]. A CYK-like point of viewwill be used hereafter to describe the CYK+ algorithm.The basic data structure used by the algorithm is a triangular matrix3 with n (n+ 1)=2 cells, wheren is the size of the input string w1:::wn to parse. Each cell Ti;j of the chart contains two lists of items:(�)This research was funded by �slp-Infoware�, France.1and without " rules2most often with n = 1. n > 1 occurs for compound words or lexicalized expressions.3We call this matrix a �chart�.



134 J.-C. Chappelier & M. Rajman� items of the �rst list (called the �type-1 list�) are the non-terminals that parse the substring wj:::wj+i�1.More formally, if A is such a non-terminal: A)� wj:::wj+i�1� items of the second list (called the �type-2 list�) represent partial parses of the substring wj:::wj+i�1,that is strings � of non-terminal symbols such that �)� wj:::wj+i�1 and for which there is a rulein the grammar of the form A ! �� with � a non-empty string4 of non-terminal symbols. Suchitems will be denoted by � � ::: and represent SA2NT S �A!��2RnA ! � � �o where NT is theset of non-terminals of the grammar and R the set of rules. Notice that these items represent ageneralization of doted rules used in Earley-like parsers, since only the beginning (i.e. parsed) partof the rule is represented, independently both of the left-hand side and of the end of the rule. Thisprovides a much more compact representation of dotted rules.Each element of any of these two lists is itself a list of all the possible productions of the correspondingitem. For extraction purposes, each element of those sublists contains an explicit reference to the itemsthat were used for its production.The initialization step of the algorithm consists in building the type-1 lists for all the cells of thechart for which there exists a lexical rule for the associated word or sequence of words. More precisely,if the rule X ! wj :::wj+n is in the grammar, the item X will be added to the type-1 list of cell Tn+1;j .This O(n2) initialization step allows the algorithm to parse all the interpretations of sequences of wordspotentially corresponding to compound forms5. The initialization step is then completed by a self-�llingstep that will be explained below.The parsing step of the algorithm consists in applying, row-wise to all the cells in the table, the twoprocedures described hereafter for a given cell (i; j) of the chart:� �rst, a �standard� cell �lling procedure in which all the combinations of two cell (k; j) and (i �k; j + k) that could produce a new (eventually partial) interpretation are explored. More preciselya combination of a type-2 item � � ::: of cell (k; j) with a type-1 item B of cell (i � k; j + k) isrealized if and only if there is a rule of the form A ! �B in the grammar. If  is empty, A isadded to the type-1 list of cell (i; j) otherwise �B � ::: is added to the type-2 list of cell (i; j).� second, a �self-�lling� procedure in which, for each item B of the type-1 list, if there exists a ruleof the form A! B, then if  is empty A is added to the type-1 list of the cell otherwise B � ::: isadded to the type-2 list. This second step is necessary both to deal with rules of the form A ! Band to maintain the type-2 lists up to date. Notice that due to the fact that an item is never puttwice in a list, cycles in the grammar do not represent problems for the non-probabilistic bottom-up phase. However they require speci�c processing both for correct probability calculation and forrecursive enumeration of the syntactic trees stored in the chart.The input string is syntactically correct with respect to the grammar if and only if the top-level non-terminal S is produced in the cell Tn;1. The CYK+ algorithm, like all standard CYK algorithms, not onlydetermines whether a string is syntactically correct or not, but also produces a compact representation(O(n2) space-complexity) of all parses for all the substrings of the input string.Furthermore, it is particularly easy to extract out of the table all the possible parse trees associatedwith a sentence. The extraction procedure simply starts from the top cell type-1 list of items and followsthe associated links stored in the sublists during the parsing phase. The looping problem that may occurin the case of cycles in the grammar (the extraction process may enter an in�nite loop) is solved byforbidding to the algorithm to follow the same link twice. This corresponds to conventionally restrict tothe shortest syntactic tree in case of cycles.In term of parsing schemata, and using the same notations as in [10], our algorithm can be representedas the parsing system hI;H;Di extended to any grammar in nplCFG, where :4it is the role of the type-1 list cover the cases where � is empty.5This initialization has even been generalized in a speech processing framework to the parsing at the same time of themultiple sequences coming from the same acoustic support.



A Generalized CYK Algorithm for Parsing Stochastic CFG 135I is the domain f[A! � � �; i; j] jA ! �� 2 P; i � 1; j � 1gH is the following hypotheses set :6f[w; i; j] jw = wj :::wj+i�1; 1 � j � n; 1 � i � n� j + 1gD is the deduction set made of the union ofDInit = f[w; i; j] ` [A! w�; i; j] jA ! w 2 Pgand DCompl = f[A! � � B�; i; j][B ! �; k; j + i] ` [A! �B � �; i + k; j]gIn can easily be seen that the bottom-up Earley parsing scheme is close to CYK+ without compoundwords treatment (i.e. i = 1 in the former hypotheses set). This is precisely the reason why we restrictto the nplCFG grammar class: it allows a reduction of the number of steps to be performed and docorrespond the kind of grammars we are currently dealing with. The reduction is due to the fact that thetreatment of non-terminal can be restricted to the initialization part. In addition, this initialization stephas been extended (in a O(n2) time-complexity) to the treatment of compound forms.3 Dealing with probabilitiesThe purpose of this section is to present the extension of the CYK+ algorithm to the class of SCFG7. Itis not in the scope of this paper to argue on the status of SCFGs which have been thoroughly investigatedfor many years [1, 2, 3, 6, 8, 9, 12]. We will use the SCFG paradigm for itself, as, even if it is not aperfect model of natural language, SCFGs are still superior to non-probabilistic CFGs [11].The computation of the maximum probability for each of the parse trees is rather straightforwardsince in the SCFG context the probability of a non-terminal is the product of the conditional probabilityof the rule that produces it by the product of the probabilities of the right-hand side non-terminals ofthis rule. Since bottom-up approaches always construct right-hand side non-terminals �rst, and since themaximum of a product is obtained at the maxima of its constituents, the algorithm is able to compute theprobability of a new non-terminal with few overhead during the parsing phase.In addition to the fact that our algorithm is not restricted to CNF grammars, another of its advantagesover the other known probabilistic variants of CYK [1, 7, 14] is that it is able to compute, during theparsing phase, the N most probable parses (hereafter called N -best parses). This computation relieson the fact that items are always created by combining only two previously created items (one from thetype-2 list and one non-terminal from the type-1 list). It is therefore possible to compute, for each suchproduction, the corresponding N -best probability values since, being a product of two members, the Nbiggest values are always included in the N2 products of the N -best probabilities associated with eachof the composing items. The algorithm therefore provides, at the end of the parsing phase8 , the N -bestparses of the input sentence (as well as of each of its substrings).In cases where the N -best approach is not suf�cient, it is of course furthermore possible recursivelyto extract all the parses of the sentence (as explained in the previous section), their probabilities beingcalculated during extraction by the top-down product of the probabilities of their constituents.The only remaining problem to be discussed here concerns the computation of probabilities in thecase of cycles in the grammar. This is done as in [11] by pre-computing, once for all for a given grammar,6Usual hypotheses restricts to i = 1. Hypotheses where i > 1 corresponds here to compound words.7more precisely to SnplCFG which is the same reduction of SCFG as nplCFG is for CFG.8i.e. without going into the recursive extraction of all the possible parses.



136 J.-C. Chappelier & M. Rajmanthe matrix of the probabilities of the cycles of the grammar (refer to [11] for further details). This matrixis then used as a lookup table the algorithm refers to when detecting a cycle (the same item twice).For practical NLP applications, the above algorithm has to be extended by the possibility of dealingwith �out of vocabulary� words. In our approach, the treatment of unknown word is embedded into thestochastic framework.It is part of the de�nition of SCFGs that for each given non-terminal (A) of the grammar the condi-tional probabilities for producing A have to verify the stochastic constraint, namely that:X� P(A! �) = 1To implement a treatment for unknown words, we relax this constraint toX� P(A! �) � 1and de�ne a �open non-terminal� to be any non-terminal for which the above inequality is strict. Forsuch non-terminals, it is therefore possible to introduce the quantity pu(A) = 1�P� P(A! �) whichcan be interpreted as the probability that �the unknown word� (noted u) might have been produced bythe (forgotten) rule A ! u. The unknown word is a new terminal (not already existing in the terminalsof the grammar) to which is mapped every actually encountered unknown word9. Whenever an unknownword is encountered in the input sequence, all the rules A ! u where A is an �open non-terminal� aretaken into account by the algorithm as any other �standard� termination rule.4 ConclusionIn the present contribution, we have presented a variation of the CYK algorithm, called the CYK+ al-gorithm, which is able to parse a class of CF grammars larger than the CNF grammars usually acceptedby standard CYK implementations. This class of grammars, called the nplCFG (�non partially lexical-ized CF grammars�), allows easier grammar writing (less constrained than with CNF grammars) whilepreserving the algorithmic ef�ciency of the parsing algorithm.Furthermore, this parsing algorithm deals with stochastic CF grammars and is able to produce theN -best probabilistic syntactic interpretations for any portion of the input sequence as well as dealingwith unknown words.Finally, CYK+ is able to take compound forms into account (with the integration of rules of the formX ! w1w2:::wn). It turned out that this new functionality can also be used to adapt the CYK+ algorithmfor the parallel processing of the word graphs produced by acoustic modules of speech recognizers; thisopens promising perspectives for the use of the CYK+ algorithm for the integration of a syntactic modulewithin a speech recognizer.References[1] J. K. Baker. Trainable grammars for speech recognition. In J. J. Wolf and D. H. Klatt, editors, Speech CommunicationPapers for the 97th Meeting of the Acoustical Society of America, pages 547�550, 1979.[2] T. L. Booth and R. A. Thompson. Applying probability measures to abstract languages. IEEE Transactions on Computers,C-22(5):442�450, May 1973.[3] E. Charniak. Statistical Language Learning. MIT Press, 1993.[4] G. Erbach. Bottom-up Earley deduction. In Proceedings of the 14th International Conference on Computational Linguis-tics (COLING'94), Kyoto, Japan, 1994.9This is done so in order to avoid tricky in�nite summations of probabilities over actual unknown words.
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